
DENTIST APPOINTMENT 
 
A depressed boy visits the dentist / when your smile is often faked you have to care for it 
to seem authentic / that authenticity takes flossing / often drawing blood /  
in this cavern that is your jaw / the enamel reservoir for the mask of your soul /  
a deep cleaning like praying / seated/ under the light of god / tense up your body like 
waking / the need to breathe during the fluoride / when all you can do is taste this grit / 
take your mind off the fact you can’t breathe / cup your hands like you’re worried about 
how to seem okay / when the x-rays come back / because you don’t floss like you should 
/ you taste the hairs of the string pulling on your tooth / that anxious tongue of yours 
drowning in between teeth and reflective metals beneath a spotlight / your dentist / she 
excavates this body / an autopsy of the spirit / how have you been? / I haven’t seen you in 
awhile / I hope you’re doing alright / you feel your teeth shining through the ache / as you 
break down/ in between rinsing / it’s over / 
you are the fish they release after catching / gasping / once you get to the car you see for 
yourself in the mirror / if you believe it / puffed gums and all / you know you don’t but 
someone might/ so you eat nothing for like an hour like the dentist says / then you do / 
not because you’re hungry / because you have to. 
  
	  



GIANT ROBOTS AND ME 
 
Let’s talk about the mechas we pilot that we call our bodies / to march to battlefields to 
make art / the art of being / watch me spray these words on paper like they matter 
while I stand short before you like you need a reason / to listen / when I vomit my truth 
and it smells as bad as it hurts and it looks as bad as it feels /  I want to shine this rusted 
metal but I’m just too tired today / but I still do it / everyone tries to tell me this is living / 
hardship is life / like that’s supposed to mean when things are easy it’s a fantasy / not 
worth flying towards / like I can’t dream / like I can’t change this interface but this 
machine is still moving / we spit oil into our creases and call it nurture / because like the 
mechas we drive our souls were meant to battle. 
 
 


